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ABSTRACT
 
Sttxually alpiused males have generally been ignored in the
 
literature on sexual abuse victims which consists
 
primarily of anecdotal studies or surveys* This thesis
 
addresses this lack and attempts to determine
 
pSychometrieally some of the sequelae of sexual abuse for
 
this population* and compares them to abused females*
 
non-abused males and non->abused females. The School
 
Motivation Analysis Test; and the clinical scales of the
 
Clinical Analysis Questionnaire were administered to 13
 
sexually abused adolescent males* 16 sexually abused
 
adolescent females* 14 non-abused adolescent males and 21
 
non-abused adolescent females* The results of these tests
 
Were examined through the use of factorial analyses of
 
covariance* with age and socioeconomic status used as
 
covariates. The results indicated that sexually abused
 
adolescents* both male and female* experience
 
significantly more pain than non-abused adolescents* As
 
compared to the non-abused adolescents* the abused
 
subjects had more somatic concerns* thought more about
 
self destruction* felt more shaky and anxious* were more
 
troubled with guilt feelings* were more isolated from
 
iii- ■ ■ ■ 
'iv
 
ot^^dr peopl,e# were more suspicious of Qthers, had more
 
impulsee they feXh were bizarre, had freater difficulty
 
gretfetng worriee out of their minde and had lower opinions
 
of their self^worth. Abused females were also found to be
 
less assertive and more passive than any of the other
 
groups, which, it is suggested, may contribute to the
 
possibility of their revictimization in the future.
 
Abused males were found to be less concerned with their
 
social reputation than the non-abused males, which is felt
 
to contribute to the possibility that they may be more
 
lihely to become abusers in the future by removing one of
 
the barriers to sexual abuse: social opinion. Although
 
the sequelae of sexual abuse are very similar for male and
 
female adolescents^ they may still express those sequelae
 
differently and require different therapeutic techniques*
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■ INtRQpyCTION^ 
In recent years child sexual abuse has come more into
 
both public and professional awareness as a relatively
 
common occurrence in real life> rather than a myth or the
 
product of subconscious Strivings. With this realization
 
has come a marked increase in published works on th<3
 
topic. Almost all of these worksn however* are limited to
 
female victims* While some may make a passing reference
 
to male victims these works tend to concentrate
 
exclusively on female victims, saying* if they speak to
 
the issue at all* that little is known of male victims
 
and/or fsw exist CHenderson* 1975? Rist* 1979>. Some
 
works make statements that refer to sexually abused
 
children in general but use the feminine pronoun CBass &
 
Thornton* 1983? Butler* 1980; De Francis* 1971; Forward &
 
Buck* 1978? Krieger & Robbins* 1965; Pittman, 1977;
 
Sanford* 1980>. Such gender role stereotyping could help
 
promote the very paucity of research on male victims that
 
exists*.. . ,
 
This downplay of male victimization is similar to the
 
treatment given female victims in the literature a number
 
of years ago. Sloans and Karpinski (1942>* for instance*
 
sreporteid the then accepted belief that in pre-pubertal
 
incest female yiCtime uneoneciously desire the sexual
 
activity and that adults-child sex is not basically
 
harmful. Bender and Blau (1937) report frequently
 
consideringf the possibility that the child Was the seducer
 
rather than the seduced victim. Kinsey (1948^ 19535
 
believed that incest was found more in the mind of the
 
therapist than: the life experience of the patient in spite
 
Of the fact that 24% of his sample of women reported
 
having been subjected to some type of sexual
 
vietimizationi Kinsey wondered why children should find
 
genital fondling upsetting* aside from cultural
 
Regarding boys* Pittman (19775 states that it is not
 
uncommon for a boy to be initiated sexually by an adult
 
female relative and that this experience* "is usually
 
recalled as a favor" (p. 1305. He does note* however*
 
that father-son incest is particularly traumatic. For the
 
most part* current works* with a few notable exceptions*
 
simply ignore male victimizations Published articles that
 
deal with male sexual abuse victims are as difficult to
 
locate as were articles dealing with female sexual abuse
 
victims prior to the 19608*
 
Possible reasons for the discrepancy between the
 
reported rates of sexual abuse for males and females will
 
be explored although first there will be a discussion of
 
-and''-an ^operational'. def-inilsi'dn \will. ­
be oetabliehod for this thesis. A discussion of the known
 
sequslde of child sexual abuse for female Victims will
 
follow* as''eel1 as a'discussion"'of'the'.possible reasons^
 
for the discrepancy in the reported rates of sexual abuse
 
of males and females. Finally* there will be a discussion
 
of several hypotheses on some of the possible consequences
 
of sexual abuse for male yictime.
 
definition
 
A ma^or difficulty in discussing child sexual abuse
 
is one of definitions Although presently there is general
 
agreement among the majority of authors that adult'-child
 
sex is abusive* this has not always been the case and
 
there remain authors who would not agree to label all
 
adult-'ohild sex as abusive COremland 6 Oremland* 1977;
 
Pittman* 1977>. Such authors are generally proponents of
 
sexual openness in the family and favor the relaxing of
 
traditional inhibitions in order to promote improved
 
sexual adjustment in children (Oremland & Oremland* 1977}.
 
They tend to prefer a more neutral term such as*
 
Vadult-'Child sexual experiences" (Kinsey* 1953>. Although
 
Haisch (1972) uses the terms "victim" and "offender" he
 
makes it clear that these terms are used by convention and
 
no value judgment is implied. The issue regarding the
 
labeling of adult-child sex is a critical one because it
 
colors our entire perception of child sexual abuse. The
 
fcer*s "abused a "victiaizafeion" will b® used here in
 
preferenee to the more neutral terms«
 
As Fiitkelhar <1979b> has pointed out# the standard
 
for sexual relations is one of informed# voluntary
 
oonsent# without which a sexual relationship is unethical.
 
Ghildren are ignorant of many aspects of a sexual
 
relationship so their consent cannot be informed# They
 
are almost always unaware of how society will view such
 
behavior# what the possible future consequences may be for
 
them# what criteria should be used to choose a sex partner
 
and what the likely Course of sexual intimacy will be over
 
time.
 
In addition to the consideration of the informed
 
nature of the consent# it must also be voluntary#
 
Although children may cooperate in the Sexual activity#
 
they cannot consent# and are not free to say# "no#**
 
Adults Control all the resources that are important to a
 
child# especially if they are closely related to the
 
child; they control physical resources such as food#
 
Shelter# clothing# and mcney# and emotional resources such
 
as attention and affection. Adults are also usually
 
physically larger than children and are capable of
 
inflicting physical pain. Therefore# for physical and#
 
more importantly# psychological and emotional reasons#
 
children cannot consent to sexual activity. Since
 
children are not capable of giving an informed# voluntary
 
consent,* any sexual activity between an adult and a child
 
ia« by definition* abusive and the child is victisixed
 
XButlei-* 1970? De Francis* 1971s Finkeihor, 1979a* 1979bs
 
Forward & Buck* 1978s Sgroi# Bliek & Porter* 1982s Tsai &
 
;Wagner*- 1978)'.'
 
The greater difficulty in defining child sexual abuse
 
revolves around deciding exactly which acts are sexual and
 
how to distinguish those acts from non-sexual but similar
 
■acts... "For.;instance* how"'doSS' '"One.'distinguish 'between 
abusive exhibitibniSm and a non-abusive* casual attitude 
toward household nudityT is photographing boys age 10*13 
clothed from the waist down* but naked from the waist up* 
child molestation? An elementary school teacher was 
recently convicted of child molestation by a jury for such 
photographs of his students CRodriguez* 1983). This 
conviction may have occurred because he had several 
hundred of them* because he had them hidden* and/or 
because he was seen as violating the trust placed in him 
as a teacher. Nevertheless* this case illustrates the 
difficulty of defining sexual acts. 
One solution to this problem is to limit the 
definition to physical contact which involves the genitals 
or clearly sexually related areas of the body CDs Francis, 
1989). Sgroi* Blick and Porter <1982) on the other hand* 
list 14 areas of sexually abusive behaviors. Several of 
these areas involve no physical contact* such as nudity* 
di«j?<3b4ng^ geni'bal exposure and voyeurism o^ the child. A
 
fifth area is kissing tiihioh they define as being sexually
 
abusive when done in "a lingering and intimate way" Cp.
 
While attempting to limit the definition to clearly
 
sexuei physical Sbntact, sueh as contact that involves the
 
genitals of either participantr has the advantage of not
 
including ambiguous actsi. it has the disadvantage of
 
leaving out sexually intended behaviors
 
exhibitionism and voyeuiism). To say that these behaviors
 
may be";left.'Out,of a 'definition 'because,they.a.re'less.
 
harmful to the victim is to place sexual acts on an adult
 
hierarchy; a hierarchy which begins with offenSes that do
 
not involve physical contact and culminates with
 
intercourse. Children may have a different hierarchy for
 
determining level of harm; one which takes into account
 
factors such as the duration of the abuse* the age at
 
which the abuse began* the frequency of the abuse* the
 
"closeness of the'.abuSer... C'Close or-.distant,relative*.''. 
 
stranger*'"'friend of thefamily*'etc.*> .and'.whether;;force
 
was used Or threatened (Courtois & Watts* 1982; Elwell*
 
1979; Flhkalhor* 1979a; SahfOrd* 1980; as well as the
 
nature of the acts themselyes. In addition* harm cannot
 
■'.be 'the ^criteria'-, in light.' 6.f' ,the".;fact ■fha't .'it 'is. unlikely 
that ail 'Sexual ^ 'acte 'are.'. 'inevitably''".'or''.: 'U.n'iverSa.i.ly '.harmful' 
(Landis* 19S6; Pittman* 1977), We must look elsewhere to 
--■■deti®3e^iRiri® whetiher;;®"-given act-; is . eexuai.. ' : 
The diffioul'by of a more inclusive definition# such 
as that of SgroifBlick and Porter <1982) is that there is 
more room for amhiguity. For example, how does one 
dietinguish between s casual attitude toward nudity and 
sexually abusive exposure, or an affectionate kiss and a 
sexually abusive kiss? The question is one of intent: 
what was the motivation for the adult's behavior? This is 
clearly an internal state which cannot always be correctly 
classified based on observable behavior. It seeiRS that 
the abuser is frequently strongly motivated to deny any 
sexual intent so his or her statements often cannot be 
accepted at face value. That leaves only the victim who 
may also be motivated to be dishonest and/or may be prone 
to misinterpret the perpetrator's- ■ intent due to her or hxs. 
naivete or defenses.. 
Finkelhor <i979a>, however, suggests that the naivete 
of children is more likely to cause them to miss sexually 
intended behaviors than it is to cause them to ascribe 
sexuality to questionable behaviors. He reports that he 
found children to be very accurate in their interpretation 
of adults' behaviors. Even when they were too young to 
label the behavior as being sexual, -'they knew the 
activity was different, it was taboo, it involved visceral 
sensations, and it should be done covertly and not 
mentioned" (p. 48>. Gonte and Berliner (1981> likewise 
:'-;i?©port. ^fehor©- i»/ no:,.;«viciend®,,fco -'tfa© .idea:thdt'■­'support. ^

ohildren falsely report, sexual abuse. Thus, although 
:..;bh©re-.v;ls. ©dnittediy ■ s' ■great;'deal' 'of-;'sub.3,edtivity,. '.ittvolvedv 
it would appear appropriate to include such behaviors in a 
definition-,'Of --sexually^abusive behaviors.-- re'lying on' - 'the.' ■ ' 
■-v-ict'im's judgment':: in'-the:-d'bsenee'.o£:'dny-; good ev-idene© 
Gontradicting that judgment to determine whether a given 
act was "sexual". It should be noted that this issue may 
be academic. Hany# if not most, sexual abuse victims tell 
no one about obviously abusive behaviors CBurgess. Groth & 
McGausland. 1981; Butler. 1930; Ghaneies. 1967; 
Be Francis. 1971; Elwell, 1979; Finkelhor. 1979a; Herman & 
Hirschman. 1981; Landis. 19S8; Sanford. 1980). It is 
unlikely that ambiguity will be an issue in many reported 
cases'*^ - ' 
For the purposes of this study, then, the definition 
of child sexual abuse will be in general agreement with 
those of Finkelhor <1979a) and Sgroi. Blick and Porter 
C1982). Child sexual abuse will be defined as any sexuai 
act. including those that involve no physical contact, 
between a pre-pubertal ehild <under 13) and any person at 
least five years older than the Ghild of. if the child is 
an._ - adolescent'. 'C.13<>17)..'- with'-.-'s '.person"at"-';.least: :■ ten 'years ' ' 
older.,. .. „' ,'It'. is -recognized that . thesS - .age' limits-' '.a're. -­
somewhat arbitrafy -and- ' -sexual- abuse '.can '.occur',.outside 
these bounds. We can be confident. however, that ahuse 
-h:a»;-'0©curred.-w4tihin th©»©- bound© ■&o-p for - th® ^ purposos' ■ of 
thi® ®iu<dy» bhi® will be the operational definition# 
---5eouelae-i'-,;;'..:iFemai.e- ^vViofcims •' 
The exact proportion of child oexuol abuse victims 
who experience negatiye sequelae is not clear. While a 
small perdentageC10-20^> give the appearance of hot beihg 
harmed by the abuse CLandis,. ISSSj Pittman# 1977) it 
appears that the ma^jority experience negative 
consequences. Since males are so underrepresented in the 
literature it cannot be said witb any degree of assurance 
what eonsequences they experience# However# female 
victims have been found to experience a common pattern of 
sequelae': . guilt#' 'low. self ^ esteem,depression#''.' ,fear'and 
anger, each of which is discussed individuallybeldw. 
Female sexual abuse victims frequently feel yery 
guilty about the experience (Armstrong, 1978i Bass & 
Thornton#1983: Butler, 1978j Conte & Berliner, 1981j 
Do Francis, 1971; Finkelhor, 1979aj Forward & Buck, 1978; 
Henderson, 1975; Justice ^ Justice, 1979; Kaufman Peck & 
Tagiuri, 1954; Krieger 8 Robbins, 1985; Maisch, 1972; 
Porter, Bliek & Sgroi, 1982; Sloane & karpinski^ 1942; 
Summit & Kryso, 1978; Tsai & Wagner, 1^^ Pdrter et al. 
<1982) discuss three aspects of this guilt. First, many 
girls accept responsibility for the inappropriate sexual 
■activity. . -It.is- possible .that"'the'reaction' of ■.■Others ' 
plays a significant role in this aspect. Suspicidn is 
 10 ■ ■ 
cast on any victim of a ssxual offsns® and th®
 
question is asksd Cthough not always verkailyi what the
 
Victim■-did: -;to;.-bring that .behaVior on'.themSeives CCont®''&' 
:.;b®rlin©V/:''i98ij, ■Justiee " justiceii. ,1'979>'. ^ The; ■socond' '. 
■aspect, of ■ the, girl'«'■■■ guilt eentets. atound-'hen: acceptance,' ,. 
;,pf. the ■reeponsibility.\for'' -the,;',,disclosurie'.,' ■ ;-;She 'feels '." 
guilty for having betrayed the trust of the abuser who 
-almost,.alwa'ys .emphasizes -ta, the'.girl . -the., need-, for 'secrecy. 
;In-',..the''tliird'.aspect, the. girl' assum.es'''responsibility'' for 
th®', ,d'i's'ruption'' ."which" follows-as"a"'-"result-of .the ■ 
disclosure. This disruption is greatest when the abuse is 
intrefamilial but also occurs in varying degrees with 
abuse perpetrated by more distaph relatives» friends of 
the -family or:'even .„strangors (Chan'eles» .1967; Conte 
Beriiner# 19dl; be Francis* 1971; Elweil, 1979; Finkelhor, 
1979a; Landis* i9S6>, Since the clear majority of sexual 
abuse perpetrators are related to or Close to the girl 
CBurgess et al., 1981? Chaneles, 1967; Conte & Berliner, 
1981; De Francis 1971; Finkeihor, 1979a; Groth* 1982) the 
majority of sexually abused girls would experience the 
greater disruption and guilt of intrafamiiial abuse. 
Low self esteem .is another commonly,,reported . , 
consequenc® of child sexual abuse of females (Armstrong, 
1978; Bass & Thornton, 1983; Butler, 1978; Courtoie 6 
Watts, 1982; Forward & Buck* 1978; dames & Meyerding, 
1977; Justice & Justice, 1979; Krieger & Robbins, 1985; 
MaisGh, 1972; Palladino & Levin, 1979; Summit & Krysp,
 
1978; Tsai & Wagner, 197@>. Victims tend to see
 
themsSlves as "different" from other people in a negative
 
way CCourtoiS & Watts, 1982; Finkelhor, 1979a; Potter
 
et al. 1982). Porter etal. <1982) call this the "damaged
 
goode syndrome" <p. 112> and deeoribe how children
 
frequently believe they are damaged and they are
 
frequently treated by adults as though they dre diffetent
 
or', "damaged g'oods."
 
Related"to the low:'self esteem^ and/also frequently-

reported is the feeling of depreesiOn (Armstrong, 1978;
 
Bass & Thornton, 1983; Browning 8 Boatman, 1977; Butler,
 
1980; Forward & Buck, 1978; Henderson, 1975; Justice 8
 
Justice, 1979; Kaufman, et al,, 1954; Krieger 8 Robbihs,
 
1985; Haisch, 1972; Rist, 1979; Porter et al.i 1982; Tsai
 
8 Wagner, 1978)* Depression appears to vary in both
 
intensity and duration. For some girls it appears that
 
the depression is mild and arises only in temporal
 
proximity to the disclosure of the sexual abuse. For
 
others the depression is evident long before there is any
 
disclosure* Some girls battle recurrihg bouts with
 
depression into adulthood, long after the sexual abuse has
 
stopped.
 
Fear is another common reaction of girls who have
 
been sexually abused (Armstrong, 1978; Base 8 Thornton,
 
1983; Browning 8 Boatmani 1977; Butler, 1978, 1980;
 
. . - ■ ■ ■ ^ ■ It'. 
Finkelhor, 1979as Forward & Buek# 1978s Justibe & Justice,
 
1979s Porter et al«, 19821. Some fear ill~defined
 
internal damage or some type of detriment to future se«ual
 
relations. <Thie last fear is a very common result in
 
reality CArmstrong, 1978s Bass & Thornton, 1983s Courtois
 
& Watts, 1982s James & Meyerding, 1977s Meiselman, 1980s
 
Tsai & Wagner, 19783 but is due to the psychological and
 
emotional trauma rather than the feared physical damage.)
 
Some female victims also fear continued Cor resumed)
 
physical abuse and/or some type of reprisal by the abuser.
 
Lack o:^'^rust^in adults in general and an inordinate fear
 
of men in particular (when the abuser is male) also
 
sometimes result from the sescual abuse.
 
Ange^ is another common response of girls to child
 
sexual abuse (Armstrong, 1978s Bass & Thornton, 1983s
 
Browning & Boatman, 1977s Butler, 1978s Finkelhor, 1979as
 
Porter et al., 1982>. Frequently this anger is repressed
 
and is not immediately obvious. This would appear to be
 
an understandable response by a girl who has had
 
experience which graphically demonstrates her lack of
 
power and the fact that she is at the complete mercy of
 
the adults in her life. Expressing anger would probably
 
not be a safe thing to do. Frequently her anger is felt
 
not only for the abuser but also toward non-abusing family
 
members for failing to protect her* Depending on the
 
response of police, social workers, attorneys, the court.
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th#-'SiBhool>., and -others^ . the- .girl.fs.'airtger mayba mueK ,iit,©r© 
generalized*- / ■.Sdjnetintes'-her- aaQ©r.-..le.^ji©^ed;;;6wt-2i^^ 
aggreeeiv©- behavior feeward others. 
. Numerous behavioral'■ s-yaptoms .■.■are ,,.id©n:bi.f'i©d.;'''-ln' - the■ ■'■-■ - ;; 
. lifcerahus-e- ■®a^ch -;'.'as': ' sleep;;..di^stdrbanc^e.»- ,.:hightmares, self 
des-brucbive behavior# running away front home# drug abuse# 
^ proaiecuifcy,;;- 'wibhdrawal^;,-; .regressidn#. prdstitubion /aiid; ■ " 
-.su-ioida'l^ ■'thoughbs. or abbontpbe. ' ;:€AriRSbrong#-.:-19iF0j" '0ass'^ & '' 
Thornbon, 1983; Burgess eb al.» 1931; Bubler# 19'78; 
Chaneles,.. 1967-;' 'Courboie- ■& ■'Wabbs# , ."1982-; .- ■Ds^^ 'Fra-nois,..;-197^1;^ ^ 
Flnkoihor# 1979a; Herman & Hirsdhnian]. 1981; James & 
Heyerding# 1977; Kaufman eb al.# I Maiech, 1972; 
Sgrol, Porber & Bliok# 1982; Sloan© & Karpinski# 1942). 
' .The'' em^obional ■ sequelae 'discussed-,.above . can. 'be.- seen as-' bhe 
likely sources of such behaviors. Finkelhor and Browne 
■■ -<19©5.) suggesb. bhab .four' .dynamics#' .whab . bhey . berm-.' ' 
braumagenic dynamics# lead bo bh© emobidnal sequela©. 
Those-'.dynamics,■are braunt'abic-. sexualizabion. .bebraya-l.^#' ;.;,-". 
.powerlessness; and sbigmabizabion#-' ' .As. yeb# - no- ins"brui»©nbs 
exisb -on -which' -.such ■dynamics could-.be■'measured'.., ■'; '■ 
Lack 8f Knowledge ReQardina Male Vicbims 
.One'poss.ible reason' for. bhe ■,-ia'ck/.o.f- ' -r.esea.rGh■ -.on. .'.male.' 
viobims would be a significanbly lower rabe of 
vicbimizabion for males CAwad, 1976; De Francis, 1969; 
Henderson# 197S; Langsley# Schwarbz & Fairbairn# 1968; 
I#. 1969I- - '.-Risb^#. .1'97-91... ; : If- .male.S - are'■..rarely 'sexually ■''■ -. 
abused# the literature may simplyVreflect reality-■ and'■■does­
not doenplay or ignore the sexual abuse of males# 
Estimating the incidence of child sexual abuse is 
' :p-roblematie-;and is 'comp-licated-'by the -readily ■ackriowledgsd-' 
fact that* in all likelihood* the manority of incidents go 
unreported. Surveys are of some help here but introduce 
problems of their own* especially surveys dealing with 
seneitive issues, there are problems such as forcing 
complex experiences into discrete categories* a total 
reliance on the • subjects'', own perGeptions and-.;Wiillngness 
or ability to report them, and eeleetion factors that lead 
to an unrepresentative sample# Much of the current 
literature continues to rely on the clasSic 1969 study by 
the American Humane Association COe Francis* 1969>* in 
which 3*000 cases of sexually abused children were found 
annually in New ycrk City alone# The ratio of female to 
male victims was lOsl# These figures were based:on a 
■Study of -validated;', cases reported-,.'to-■l.ocai; ■a-uthorlties.-, ­
Based on this study it would appear that males are abused 
at-a significantly-lower rate -than ;females. -. Lower' ;' . -■ ■■ ' ­
estimate's' o-f '.-ma'l'e -abuse, 'however#■-'■■-'c'Culd;-'----Sim-'ply';-:r'efle'ct■ 
differential re^pOrti-ng■ ■-rates betweeh''^m-ales;--.diid,;.females, 
-including self-reporting_in,- :sUrveys,-',rather' tha'n'i 
■differential rates o-f abuse. 
There are. indications-'"that the,.'abuse--■ - "rates-of ' boys'-■-■ -■ ■-­
and 'girls;is 'not as .discrepant,.'as"', reported'''by De : - 'Franc-iS' 
C1969). In Mew York Gity, boy prostitubes were found to
 
outnumber girl prostitutes by two to one (Lloyd# 1976).
 
Senford <19S0) and Justice and Justice (1979) suggest that
 
many of these boys are sexually abused prior to the
 
ongoing abuse inherent in their prostitution. Landis
 
(1956) administered i*30Q questionnaires to college
 
students beteeen 1951 and 1953 and found that 35?s of the
 
women in hie sample reported at least one sexually abusive
 
experience; 30X of the men reported the sanie experience.
 
This is a ratio of lust under 1.2:1. Finkelhdr in his
 
survey of 796 New England college students iound that
 
19.2X of the females and 8.6X of the males rep>orted having
 
been sexually victimized as children (Finkelhor# 1979a> #
 
This reduces,the'ratio..of female.to m.ale victims from lO:.;!
 
to almost' 2.2:1.
 
In 1978-1979 in Knox Gounty# Tennessee# a taped
 
telephone message providirig infofmation on child sexual
 
victimization was made available to the eommunity. If the
 
caller wished, she or he could remain on the phone and at
 
the end-of the.'':tape a counselor would ,come on;the:fine ..to:,v-

discuss his/her problem. In a twelve month period# 381
 
reports of child sexual victimization were made over this
 
phone line# double the number made to the Knox County 
Department'of ■■ Human..;Services" (DHSJ.'in the';same.time-" 
-period.' While-.the percentage,of male-victims reported'''to-:-.: 
the Knox County DHS (7.5X) was in keepihig with the 
; ■■■ ■ 16 
generally accepted eetiraatee of male vio%imizat.ion found
 
••by De •Francis (1S»69?,;"bhe. percenbagS' of- male'•vie-t-ims^-^ - • ,• , '•:;•
 
reported bhrough the phone line <37#2Je) was significantly
 
higher than the porcentage reported to DHS CThomas,
 
Johnson & Bransford» 1981). This study yields a female to
 
male ratio of approximately l«7sl.
 
In 1976 the Oakland County* Michigan* Homicide Task
 
Force responded to the molestation and murder of four
 
children <teo female* two male) ages 10-12. One of the
 
programs they instituted was the establishment of school
 
personnel as contact persons for those children ages 10-13
 
who were sesualiy abused by an adult. Prior to the
 
establishment of this program 74k of the reported cases of
 
child sexual abuse had female Victims and 17k had male
 
victims. No data was available for 9k of the oases.
 
Again* this was in keeping with the data found by
 
De Francis C1969). In the year following the
 
establishment of the above program* 782 cases of child
 
sexual abuse were reported to the police. Female viGtims
 
constituted 51k of the victims* 4ek were male victims and
 
no data was available for 3k (Groth & Birnbaumi* 1979), In
 
this study the ratio of female to male yictims was almost
 
l:l.' • ■ • . ■ • ■ '■ 
While the above studies cannot be said to constitute 
proof of higher levels of male sexual abuse than currently 
believed* they do give rise to serious doubts regarding 
th® curirently accepted discrepancy between the estimated
 
rates cf male and female sexual abuse* If the actual rat®
 
of abuse of males and females is not as discrepant as
 
commonly accepted we must look elsewhere to understand
 
this apparent lack of male victims. It is possible that
 
sexual abuse is not as traumatic for males as it is for
 
females* and therefore males are less likely to report
 
their abuse* Landis C1956} found that 39.3k of the males
 
in his sample reported their initial reaction to the
 
incident was not traumatic. In contrast* only 16.7k of
 
the females did not feel their initial reaction Was
 
traumatic. In a related question* 7S« of the men but only
 
41.6k of the women reported it had taken them little or no
 
time to recover from the emotional shock of the incident.
 
Regarding perceived emotional damage* 81k of the men and
 
66k of the women thought there had been none; ISk of the
 
men and 3pk pf the women thought there had been temporary
 
damage; and 3k'of^thePwpmen.believed-there''had. bSeh'
 
permanent emotional damage. None of the men fell in this
 
Finkelhor,.; <1979a3 fouhd that''in ■'•his ..,sampi.e'.' '.of'' . 
sexually abused people* 44k of the experiences of the 
women were with older family members while this was true 
only 17k of the time for men. To the extent that abuse by 
family memb^s is more traumatic than abuse by strangers 
COhaneles* 1967; Conte & Berliner* 1981; De Francis* 1971; 
Id
 
Elwell, 1979J Flnkelhor/ 1979as Landis, 1956| Saiiford#
 
IS&Qlt, the women^6 experieneee would be more traumatic.
 
In faotr the men in his sample rated their experience at
 
beirig less traumatic* overalla. than di<d the women.
 
Finkelhor notes, however> that his data regarding males
 
may be influenced by guilt and denial. t£ there is good
 
reason to believe there may be such an influence that
 
affects males more than females the above data becomes
 
somewhat suspect since it is based on self reports*
 
Hale sex role theory would suggSst that Landis'
 
C1956> and Finkelhor's €1979a) data regarding males may
 
very likely have been influenced bjC guil^ and(genial}
 
There is no room in the traditional male sex role to be a
 
sexual abuse victim* Hen are traditionally supposed to be
 
strong, self'-reliant, capable of protecting themselves,
 
sexually aggressive and to eschei# anything that appears to
 
be ••sissy" CGoldberg, 1976, 1979? Hartley, 1974? Jourard,
 
197<%; Slanford^ 19S0>. To be a male sexual abuSe victim
 
means being apparently weak, incapable of protecting
 
oneself, dependent and sexually paesive. Butler C197d)
 
reports of one male victim who stated the sequelae of the
 
abuse made him feel, ••^ust like a girl'* Cp. 36). This may
 
lead to a powerful resistance to reporting the assault.
 
In thi^^j^pe^iterature, male victims have reported'"failing
 
to notify authorities because of societal definitions of
 
masculinity, and their own fears that their maseulinity
 
and/ox- heterosexuality was now suspect CGrOth & Burge6s> 
1980s Kaufman, Divasto, JaeJtson, Voorhees & Ghristyj. 
19®0>. ■ ■ ■ 
In the only study found speaking directly to the
 
issue of the fears male sexual abuse victims have of
 
reporting their victimization, Nasglet! <1980) reported
 
the male incest victims in her sample expressed one or
 
more of eight fears regarding reporting their own
 
victimization: Ca) being considered unmanly for failing
 
to protect thSmselvesj! <b) being considered homosexual
 
because of the abuse or the abuse making them homosexual
 
if abused by a males <c> masculinity questioned if abumsd
 
by a females Cd) being mentally ill if abused by their
 
mothers <e) not being believed because Sexual abuse of
 
boys is thought to be so rares (f) being ashamed they were
 
unable to protect themselves; <g) nothing being done to
 
help them because many believe such sexual abuse is not
 
harmful to boysj <h> being physically harmed by tbe abuser
 
who frequently threatened the boys with physical injury,
 
. Nasjleti^.is of"ths.opinion'that;it ^ i's; harder;for-boys tO'.' ■ 
report,their sexual'-abuse than':''it::iSi'for''girls''.'to' do'-'so,. 
' 'Si-ther.although it is clearly' difficult''for' - sex*'\ '.S-he;'also',
 
believes-that the resistance-'.''t'&:'''di.''seusSi,ng'':::'the. abuee or
 
their feelings was extreme. Sanford C1980) also suggests
 
that there is more underreporting of male sexual abuse
 
because'boys.woul-d.'not -tell.;"' anyone'-' oftheir.:'Victim.'ization''..'''
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This factor may be more significant «#hen the abueer is
 
femaie rather than male (Fioreji 19@5>.
 
Nasjleti attributes this extreme resistance to the 
socialised male sex role which does not allow males to 
express feelings (except of anger)> ask for nurturanee* 
respond passively to aggression or be dependent on others 
(Goldberg, 1976, 1979? Hartley, 1974s Nasgleti, 1980). 
Goldberg (1979) points but how antithetical these 
characteristics are to therapy which is often 
characterized by a dependent relationship in which the 
client is expected t© be self-disclosing about their 
weaknesses, fears and other "fewinine" attributes. Since 
boys are socialized earlier and more wigorously than girls 
into their expected Sex-role (Hartley, 1974) it would be 
expected that even very young boys would be loath to 
either report their victimization or cooperate with 
therapeutic attempts to help them deal with the sequelae 
of their yictimization. In fact, the "toughness" that is 
required of men in our society could very well lead to the 
denial of negative sequelae that has been found by some 
researchers conducting surveys (Finkelhor, 1979as Landis, 
19S6)* ■ ^ 
This evidence, then leads to three magor conclusions.
 
First, there very likely are male sexual abuse victims in
 
significant numbers, possibly in numbers similar to the
 
number of female victims. Secondly, a significantly
 
■ ■ higher' percentsage" ©f -.male ;'vi<3'fcim®' as. 'cowpare'd ■ fcp^if©sal©■ ■. . ­
■vicfelms.. may' 'fail to report ^ o-r' -seek■ tfsatmerit ^ for/;the 
abuse. Finally * these yietims may be highly motivated to 
•■deny'/or minimize 'the. consequences; of.., their, 'abuse. • . 
Sequelaes Male Victims 
It\ cann6t.;:'be-; said;' wi.th.' .any ' degree;, of' "eertairity..to... . 
what extent., ' '..if any^ the. 'sequelae, dxperienced "by:'female.' -. . . 
'.Victims"are also experienced. '.by ;....male. victims'. : 'Th©'. 
majority of the iiterature that exists on male victims 
consists of anecdotai case reports. Although muOh of the 
literature retarding female victims is also anecdotal, a 
sufficient number';'''.'of..''females'hay®" '.been'.'studied that '.w.e. can 
be considerably far more certain of the consequences for 
..female'., victims - than .we; .can . for 'male victimsi Severa.!.' . 'Of' . . 
the reports .found .'on ' males ars: primarily, conc.erne.d . with.^.; , , 
'the dynamics. 'Of. -.'the" fa'm'lly as 'S' whole; a'nd'.;'"ment'l©n.-only... ''.'in'' ' 
passing some of the consequences for the victim <Awad* 
1976| tangsiey et al igsSi Raybin, ig69>. Dixon, Arnold 
and Calestro .1197# studied;,six '".male ; incest,.'vietlmf ..who. 
had ".besh; .abused"^'by .'their'f. fathers M^^- 'or .step::.father8.' ' .' 
<a' '*. 2> and .found inteng^^angey' .at.'.'the.'.fathers,. Sometimes. ; 
expressed" as 'hom'iOidal'' wishes*. ":F'Our of ' their..-six "Subj'eC't#". 
reported .hom.ic'i.dal. and'/or':. suicidal, ideatio'h',. and. three - had, 
a .history' of. sslf - .destructiveness.., '' '" I.f- could.' be 'predicted,'' 
based on male sex role theory, that male sexual abuse 
'V.ictims' would,be. very angry s'ince..''anger':..l's;.one; .-'emotion 
'.t^hat' is""bradlMonallV'.'apceptabl® ;for"mai@s" <Gol4b<e3rg»''
 
.;l@76-<.;-1979'3'. ' 'Siiice' mai@8'' are 'More afgre-seive .^bhan'f@fliale«
 
<Goldberg, 1976, 1979? Jourard, 1974; Pleckj 1981; Wfhitittg
 
'G.Edwards,' 19731', -lt pould:;'fee' expected'.tbab',fchis; anger-''' ; ;'j;' ,■ . 
would be more likely to be aeted out than the anger 
experienced-by fejBale:"victims* ■ ' 
■ it \may..-aiso-; ,b'e ''that.-aa-ies 'ate. 'more;-.fearfulthan"-'.are 
.female® - who - a.re '®exually.-"abused;.- '. ' 'ftcqordi-ng;''to.,''.Ell'erst'eih : 
■'an'a;'"-Ganavan.- .-"<.1986.).- -.boy's '; 'are -^more-' ■l;'ikeiy';"-t'o'"b'e 'in3:ured';- .;thah­
are girls 'and '.therefore'''could be''e'xpected 'to 'be'-more''. .. ''; '. 
fearful. ThiS^^fear^ould quite possibly be suppressed, 
however, because fear is an "unmanly" emotion CGoldfoerg, 
1976, 1979; Hartley, 1974; Jourard, 1974). It is alsd 
.-possible that" i't ;:is-...;'p.ri.mar-ily'" -those m.ales- - who 'are -more - --. 
seriously abused that come to the attention of the 
authorities, and. , the'. . true- .percentage ^ of inau.red-".'boys.. ,i'.s' . 
more sirnilar to that of iniured girls but that the 
uninsured boys are less likely to report the sekual abuse 
than are uninjured girls <Has3elti, 190O>. The finding of 
a. higher'rate of in3..ury-;.. '-for: 'sexually.. .-'abused, boys''.-..wbuld; .. . .' 
thus be- -'an -"artifact . and boy's,'-would no't'be. likel.y.: ' :to...be'. ';' ' ' 
more..'fearful,-,'than girls.- ' . ' 
The occu'renoe and significance off.depressiosj.^--''' 
.^'&eIf-esteem and .guilt^)are also problematic-. .-. .It would' 
certainly appear reasonable to believe that, given similar 
experiences, boys would experience these consequences as 
.'23'
 
do 9irls« It would also appear liksly to sxjpsdt that boys
 
would strongly defend against such feelings because they
 
are "unmanly" CGoldberSf 1976# 1979? Hartley* 1974; Pleck*
 
19S1>. Forward and Buck (1978> Suggest that the victim of
 
mother-*>son incest experiences "crushing guilt feelings"
 
(pm 7@) because there is no force involved but the mother
 
is tender and seductive. Sanford <1980) also suggests
 
these victims experience "overwhelming guilt" <p. 193).
 
Since it appears that the Clear majority of people Who
 
sexually abuse children are male <Armstrong* 1978; Bass &
 
Thornton, 1983; Browning & Boatman, 1977; Butleri 1978;
 
Chaneles, 1967; Oe Francis, 1969; Finkelhor, 1979a; Groth
 
& Birnbaum, 1979; Banford, 1980) the ekperienee of most
 
boys would primarily be homosexual rather than
 
heterosexual. There are some indications, however, that
 
cast some doubt on the accuracy of our data, Fiore <198S)
 
reports that 30SS-60S of male molesters were sexually
 
abused themselves as children by femalss. It may be that
 
boys who are sexually abused by a female are even less
 
likely to report this abuse than those who are abused by
 
males. . .
 
For those who are abused by males, ths homosexual
 
nature of the abuse would appear to complicate the boys'
 
experience because,male homosexuality is so^^^^ared^,and
 
^d€igmatised^'<Clark,,.■:1974-; Levitt,,& Klassen, ;1974; : Miller^;' ,' 
983). Groth and Burgess <19S0>, Kaufman et ai. <1980) 
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and Nas^leti C19©0> all confirm 'that 'the homosexual nature
 
of the sexual yictimization complicated the negfative
 
reaction of the male victims. Pierce and Pierce C19@5)
 
note that many boys fear that if they are abused
 
homosexually they will become homosexual and that if they
 
were forced into the abuse their weakness has been
 
confirmed. Forward and Buck €1978) and Sanford €19805
 
suggest that the guilt experienced by ail incest victims
 
is compounded in father-'son incest by the hatred of his
 
father and therefore the hatred of himselfj, because the
 
victim, as a boy, identifies sp closely with his father.
 
It could certainly be anticipated that male victims would
 
also experience the depression, low self-esteem and guilt
 
commonly experienced by female victims and a few authors
 
believe the guilt may be more intenee.
 
Statement of the Problem
 
It- is,,the , intent'.of;this thesis, to:'-- examine -the' ■ 
sequelae of child sexual abuse for addlescent male victims 
and compare 'them-.to , the'dharacteri-stics of.female victims 
and with non-abused male and female adolescents. It is
 
hypothesized that: (a> both male and female sexual abuse
 
victims will demonstrate increased levels of guilt, poor
 
self esteem* depression, fear and anger as compared to
 
non-abused male and female adolescents <Armstrong, 1978:
 
Base & Thornton# 1983: Browning & Boatman, 1977: Butier,
 
1978, 1980: Conte St Berliner, 1981: Courtpis 8 Watts,
 
1982$ De Francis, 1971$ DiKon ©t al., 1978s Finkslhctr,
 
1979a; Forward 6 Buck, 1978; Henderson, 1975$ Jaaes &
 
Heyerding, 1977; Jus-bice & Justice, 1979$ Kaufman et al,,
 
1954; Kaiecsk, 1972; Palladino & Levin,» 1979; Porter
 
et al., 1982; Sanford, 1980; Sgroi, Blick, & Porter, 1982;
 
Sgroii Porter & Blick, 1982; Sloane & Karpinski, 1942;
 
Summit & Kryso, 1978; Tsai & Wagner, 1978); Cb) serually
 
abused male© will have greater anger and more guilt than
 
female victims (Forward & BUck, 1978; Goldberg, 1976,
 
1979;. Sanford, 1980; Whiting & Pope, 1973),
 
. 8n alternative hypothesis'would 'be the possibility - ' 
 
that the primary distinguishing feature of sexual abuse
 
■victims is adult sexual difficulties (Heiselman, 1980) and 
there will be no significant differences among the groups. 
Levels of .■fear, ■ depression'-and' selfesteem ^-'will .be. 
investiga'ted in additien to anger and guilt although, 
based on the current literature, it is pot possible to 
form a directidnal hypothesie wi-bh regard to male and 
female abuse victims. 
METHOD
 
Four groups of approxiiRO'teXy X5 @ui»:jl@ots each# ages
 
12-1®, w©r® formed* Two groups, one male <a, = 14> and one
 
female (a » 21), consisted of local junior and senior high
 
school Students. The junior high students were all
 
enrolled in a life science class at Alta Loma Junior High
 
School and the senior high students were all enrolled in
 
the senior honors class at Alta Loma High School,
 
permission to work with these groups was obtained from the
 
school administrator, the classroom teacher, the subjects
 
themselyeS and their parents* ,
 
A group of sexually abused male adolescents (fiL 13>
 
was drawn from Sons United therapy groups in San
 
Bernardino and Rivereide (a, ® 7) and Verdemont Boys Ranch
 
» 6>, a residential treatment program operated by the 
San Bernardino County Probation Department for adolescent 
boys who had committed a criminal offense. Permission to 
work with the Sons United groups was pbtained from the 
therapists;:who.■obtained ■•:the Subjects'.'-consent. - -,.Permission 
to work with the Verdemont Boys Ranch group was obtained 
from the Director of Clinical Services of the San 
,'2S ■ ■ ■ 
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Bernardino County Probation Departinent and the clinical
 
psychologist assigned to the ranch. A group of sexually
 
abused female adolescents <a. = 16> was drawn from
 
Daughter© United therapy group® in San Bernardino and
 
Ontario, Permission to work with these groups was,
 
obtained from the therapists. Feedback regarding the test
 
results was given to the therapists of the sexually abused
 
adolescents. Tables one and two present characteristic©
 
related to the abused group.
 
Use of t tests for the other data related to the
 
abused group* including the age of the abuser# the number
 
of times the victims were abused* the timespan over which
 
the abuse occurred, or the age at which the abuse began*
 
revealed no significant differences between male and
 
female abuse victims. The age of the abuser was reported
 
in ranges from 10-15 to over 50. The number of time® the
 
victims were abused ranged from on© time only to more than
 
20 times. The reported timespan over which the abuse
 
occurred ranged from one year or less to over five years.
 
The age at which the abuse began was reported in ranges
 
from under age five to age© 13-17. Only two of the 35
 
abusers were female and therapists reported physical force
 
or violence being used or threatened on only eight of the
 
subjects <5 male, 3female).
 
Instruments
 
Questionnaires. All ©ubaect© were given a
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Table 1
 
lelationshAp of Abueer
 
Victim®
 
Abuser Male Female
 
Father 5 3 -

Stepfather , 3 10
 
Mother 1 0
 
Brother 0 1
 
Aunt , 0 .
1
 
Uncle 0 1
 
No Helation 7 . .2
 
Other 1 1 ■ :
 
Mote. The columns total more than the number of abused
 
subjects because some were abused by more than one person.
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Table 2
 
yqtfVirft 9f
 
Victims <a)
 
Type of Abuse Hale Female
 
Voyeurism 1 0
 
Exposure 4 0
 
Fondling 6 10
 
Adult Orally Copulated Child 2 4
 
Child Orally Copulated Adult 3 5
 
Vaginal Intercourse 0 13
 
Anal Intercourse 4 0
 
Digital Penetration of Anus 1 0
 
Foreign Object Penetration of Anus 1 0
 
Dry Intercourse 1 0
 
Other 1 0
 
Note. The columns total more than the respective number
 
of subjects because some subjects were abused in more than
 
one manner.
 
■■«i®iROfraphic,. q.uestionnair® to dotermin© th® fdlldwAnf: f­
ag®, eex, traapi,, parental occupation and level of parental 
education^ The final two items were ueed to determine 
socioeconomic status as described by Hollingshead C1975)# 
'Each'parent's level of education' and occupation . was . .... 
assigned a numerical value. These values were multiplied 
by a factor of five for occupation and by a factor of 
three for education and then were added together. This 
was the final score in one parent families. For two 
parent families the scores of both parents were averaged. 
A . checklist was presented to the therapist'■of the, abused '.;' 
subjects to aseertain the nature of the abuse experieneed 
<voyeurism* exposure, fondlingji "dry" intercouree, oral 
intercourse Cperpetrator on child and/or child on 
perpetratorl anal intercourse, digital or foreign object 
penetration of the anus, vagina or penis1 the relationehip 
of the . abuser to the .victim, . whether force-or'., violence . was 
used or threatened, length of time over which the 
abuse occurred and the age of the victim when the abus© 
beg-an.. \Thi©; was;.given to-'.fhe therapist father . .than ; .the-­
victim because it was felt that the victim would perceive 
it as. intrusive.." ■' ■­
Clinical Analysis Questionnaire <GAQ>. All subjects 
completed the second half of the Clinical Ahalysis 
Questionnaire' "CKrug, . 1980.)., . an ■obje.ctive* ■ 
multi•'dimensional, paper and pencil personality test. The 
©ecoiid'--haif ha© 12 alinicai scales <l?i-Hypochcn^:riasiSj, ■ , ■ 
■02-Su4cidal 	D®pr®ssi©n» "DS-Agitation# D4-Anxiou» 
OepressiOH# D5-L©w Energy Depression, DS-Guilt and 
l?es©nfe»eiit, D7-Bor©doin and Witrhdrawal, Pa-Paranoia, 
Pp-Psychopafchiq Deviations ScTSohisophrenia, 
As-Psychasthenias 'Ps-Psychologicai Inade<3uacy >»' The first, 
half is essentially a separate test from the second half 
and is patterned after the 16-PF, yielding scores on 
normal personality traits. This half of the test was not 
administered because the clinical scales contained in the 
■second .half .were the'scales that.'correlated with , the.,. 
traits brought out in the literature* It was also felt 
that to administer the first half of the instrument, in 
addition to all the other testing, would place sKcessive 
time demands on yoluntesr subjects. Although this 
instrument was originally designed for adults the manual 
does contain normative tables for a clinically diagnosed 
population of adolescente. It was chosen because, as 
noted'above,, its scales .correlated closely with ' the-' ■ 
■sequelae of abuse as reported;.' in the' ■.anecdotal literature 
■. .and an ■■equivalent■^.mea■Sure, .designed', for. .ado^lesoents ■ coul.d^- . 
not be found. The CAQ was the most appfopriate instruinent 
.that -could '- 'be' .loqated.."a'ft©r'■ cons'Ulting Buro©"..C197-®) '.aftd ; ' ■ .: . ■ 
a.pproKim.at©ly■■■ ,sia^ local..,psychologists.-.;-,^ ■ , . ■. ' : ;■ , 
:-.y;;'-, , - ;.:iaeh';-sub3©ct.>.w«iis'presented .with'three:■possible 
.answers to ea.dh of....th.e';....que.Stions. .in. the ..CAQ'-and was ' 
©neetwrag®*!''in ttt® iflltiaX 'sairectl-ons'r®ad.'fco--feh® eubteefes^­
frosB feh® front ©f the test booklet to select either the
 
■first or ■ third. answer.; Examples given on' ;the, frotiit. 'Of ■ the' 
test booklet of test items are, "People-sa-y : I'm' 
intelligent,; . ,<a) true- , Cb) , uncertain Cc> ..fals©i" -and "I 
prefer friends .who ares - <a? quiet (bl . - -in . between 
- '-<-0 lively .r ■' '
Test retest reliabilities reported in the test manual 
for- each -of the scales with a one -day ' interval . are ,Dl .85.^
 
D2 .74, D3 .85, D4 .73, D5 ,75, D6 .71, D7 .67, Pa .86,
 
Pp ,84, Sc .90, As ,75, P®.84. The mean reliability
 
coefficient for the 12 clinical scales is .79. The 
.■fbllowing '.internal, reliability.;coefficients",of v-eac.h' .o-f 'the 
scales are offered.-!' D1 '.-.86, D2 ,59, ' D3 ,71,; 04.. ..7.5, 
05 .67, D6 .65, 07 ,60, Pa .80, Pp .45, 5c .84, As .78, 
Ps ' .,73.' . These .scales have been correlated' with '^-the .., : . 
■appropriate scales on the MMPI 'andwith-:.clinical , ' 
diagnoses. The manual reports, for instance, that on the 
Hypochondriasis scale a strong correlation has been found 
with scale 1 CHsl of the KHPI and that it also correlates 
highly with scales 2 CD>, 7 <Pt>, and 0 CSi). It also 
reports that it appears to be a slightly more important 
factor in depression for women than for men and that males 
score lower than females diagnosed as neurotic or 
School Hotivation Analysis Test C5WAT1. , The School. : . . 
 Anpl-^sle ■ "fmBt CKrw-g# ■ ■. ■Catteil'&. Sweftey i976>­
wa® also .completed by, all subject®. . Th®:., SMAT .is' an­
ob3@ctt¥e^,".^inulti*-scbl©d '-:trait ■te®t.„ which takes, " 
■.approKimately^, 1 hour. to t3omplete , and. 'yields' ©cores; on . .ten 
■traits,'-,sij« - .of "which',are considered'.'.primary,: d,rives''-. ■ ' 
<As-Ass®rtiv©nessv Iself.'-asssrbionJ, Ma-Mating, „Es©s« ,d,rive1 
■Fr-Fea.r ■ Esecur4ty-se©king3'j . Ma'-^-'Karcism# 
Pg-Pugnaeity-Sadisra, Pr-,ProtectivenesS;>, and fo,ur.-ol---,Which . : 
are coHsldered , acquired. 'interest patterns' ■ ' 
.■SSS-Selsf-Sentimenti, ■SE-Superego, " Sc-.Sentiment-,to '"School, ' 
Ho-^Sentiment to Home?. This instrument Was selected after 
reviewing Euros (1978) and , after'"'consul.ting with . 
■ 	 approximately, six local psychol©.gists.- ,"It 'was .selected ' .\ 
because it „i8 designed for adolescents and it ■ has." several. 
scales,that speak to issues brought ,out, .by the-anecdotal■ • 
literature on , sexual abuse , victims. ,. Scores "are.;, given, on " ' 
©ach, of the®©" traits 'in. 2 directions,: Integrated, and,' 
Unintegrated- According to the manual, the Unintegrated 
.■Sco're'represents" the"drive"-o,r 'need level,'in,-'.each'trait. 
' Again, ' according,-to the' 'manual, , the' Integrated, score ; 
refl0ets'.-:the,'.satisfaction,: . .the .-:©ffort, to..,satisfy, the" drive 
or the conscious:-' ©rganised motiye strength - in . each of' 'the,-, 
'trait ' areas. '. , ' ' -fhese20' 'scores '.constitute - the, '.primary'.'SMA'T. 
'scores#. .. .' 
■ Secondary'.Scdres'are ©.btained;by'summing,■the 
'■ I-nt®'frated - C I-J and-,' Unintegrated" C-.-U)' .scores , - ,i:n.. : each . -tralb -" ' '■ 
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-fcheW-by'-subtracsting. *■ ' Tb® s.u®m®d ecor®.­
indicafc®® the ameunt of energy invested in each of the 
trait® end is eelXed the Total Hotivational score* The 
subtracted score is called the Conflict score and 
indicates the amount of drive that exceeds satisfacticn in 
each'', area.. 
There are also five derivative scores. The Autism 
scale represents the general tendency to distort reality; 
the General Information scale is an estimate of the 
sufe3ect's general intellectual ability; the Total 
Integration scale is a summary index of high satisfaction 
relative to drive; the Total Personal Interest scale is a 
summary index of the subject's overall drive level; and 
the Total Conflict scale is a summary index of the 
subject's general frustration level (satisfaction low 
relative to drive), , . 
The SMAT is divided into three parts. The first 
part, called "Uses," asks the subject to select the way 
they would choose to use a given commodity. Examples 
given on the front of the test booklet of items are, "With 
several hundred dollars, I would (a) go on an ocean voyage 
■.<b.)..,;"put .i.t..''in'"'the, bank;."■ '.and-''^''The .weekend. '''is. '': a. time: for .' 
(a) spending extra time with friends Cb) helping with 
chores aro.und the house." .The second, p-art"; is'.called -. 
"Paired Choices" and asks the subject to choose the word 
that goes most naturally with a stimulus word. Examples 
©f items given on the front of the test booklet atire,
 
"Short <a> stop <Cb) time;" and "Gollect <a> stamps
 
Cb> money," The third part is called "Knowledge" and
 
siibgeGts are asked to estimat© the answer to the question
 
that is closest to right, EHamples of items given on the
 
front of the test booklet are, "Who invented horse facirig?
 
«a> Edison <b> Newton Cc) Arabs Cd> Romans;" and "How many
 
miles is it to London^ England# from New York? Ca> 500
 
<b> 	1#000 <c> l#50O Cd) 2,000."
 
Test-retest reliobilitie© with a one week interval
 
offered by the manual CKrug ©t al,> 1976) range from a low
 
of ,32 CSS integratsd) to a high of ,95 <SS total
 
conflict). Mean reliability of the primary scales is 57',,:'
 
while the mean reliability of the secondary scales is ,5®,
 
The authors note that motivation scores are less stable
 
than personality or ability scores and hence the
 
reliability coefficients are low. The reliabilities of
 
the 	derivative scores are* Autism .36 (internal
 
consisteacy)#,': General ■, T,n'formation: .68 ,<internal, '■ 
consistency). Total Integration .92 Ctest-retest), Total 
Personal'. Ittterest .94 ' Ctest-retest) #'''and. Total'"Conflict, 
*94 (teSt-retestl. The test manual repprts that the SMAT 
has been shown to have predictive validity in the area of 
school achievement. Following# for instance are the 
predictive yaliditie©- of. .SMAT ; Integrated , ©core's, for , . , ., 
achievement in seventh grade reading: Mating .46# 
,,^3» ■§i®l#-S©nt.iment, . *44, .S«i>®r®g^- *45, ■ Scho©!-., -*42', 
©nd ■Horn,©, ■ *37« ' 
■■gSSSSjIaES.­
The inatifumenta were administered ty th® author to 
th® .gwhidr/ahd. seiiior-'higt;scho .in. their . 
..elassrooms,- For .fch©'.sexually, ^ abused sufooeGts. th®' 
• ■instrument© were • administered.,, in' the,'"'eettlng in -which • ' ■"■■ 
their therapy ©eseions are normally held except tor the 
©ub^ect© trom Verdemont Boys Ranch. At Verdemont the 
ranch psychologist routinely administers both the CAQ and 
the SKAT to all incoming boys and the data obtained by him 
at the time of intake of each of the boys was utilized 
rather than retesting each boy. .- . 'Th© demographic data- and 
information regarding the nature of the sexual abuse of 
the Verdemont boy© was extracted from the files of the 
ranch psychologist. For the other groups of sexually 
abused adolescents the demographic guestionaire and the 
^AQ were administered on the same day and the SKAT was 
administered on ahother day with the interval between the 
tests varying from on© to five weeks. The junior and 
senior high 'Schoo-1 .. 'StudentS' also•/t'oo.k,' ^the ' CAQ, and'-^­
completed the demographiG questlbnaire on the same day. 
The SKAT, however# had to be broken into two parts with 
"Uses-" and- '"Paired;,.,Choices'" be.i-ng-.'taken -one day '-..and- ' 
"Knowledge" ' being ..co'mp'leted, another-day due■ to . .time - - . 
oonsiderations. Both instruments were completed by all 
th© ®t-«d©nt$ ©ithin a oti© w©©k jperiod of tim©. The order
 
of preeenhohion of t.h© CAQ and SHAT «#a© alternated to
 
oontrol for any■order effects. . ' 
For all subjects ©Kcept the six from Verdemont Boys 
Ranch the inetruments were administered in the foilowing 
manner. The test booklets, answer sheets and pencils Were 
dietributed to subjects. The test instructions were read 
by the author and any questions were answered. The 
non-abused subjects were told simply that the author 
desired normative data from typical adolescents on these 
instruments. The abused subjects were told that the 
results of the tests would be shared with their therapist 
who would then share with them, that otherwise the results 
were anonymous and would be used in a study to help 
therapists in general better understand how to help sexual 
abuse victims. After th© completion of all testing the 
non-abused subjects were informed of the broader purpose 
of the study and another opportunity was Offered to ask 
questions. ' All .non-abused: ''Subjects were offered the 
opportunity to request follow-up information regarding the 
results of the studyi. This information will be sent to 
.those who requested it. ^ 
RESULTS ^V'-■ ./ 
. - .Two,. ,sets of . onoLyoes. wer#' uaed . to oxainin®' ■fch®.;-: . ■ 
results, . First, factorial analyses of variance were ■ ■ 
conduotsd over the demofraphio variables to deterBiine any 
differences among the., groups in the'■area®'of . age and 
socioeconomio status. Secondly, the clinical scales were 
eKasined through the use of factorial analyses of 
covariance to determine whether there were main effects 
and/or interactions among the four groups Cmale abused* 
female abused* male non-abused and female non-abused). 
Age and socioeconomic status were used as covariates. For 
the purpose..of thes.e .'.analyses..raw scores*, rather, than .' . 
standardised normative (STEM) scores were used due to the 
restricted'.wariabi.lity of the .- .S-TENs.. . 
Demographic Variables 
The means of the demographic variables are presented 
in Table 3. .Factorial analyses of.:.variance ;reveale'd 
significant main effects for gender on socioeconomic 
status, Fd, 58) » 4*00* e.<.05. the females « 47*1) 
were found to be of a higher socioeconomic status than the 
males (^ =41.1), The group of nbn-abused subjects 
38 
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PQWographic Means
 
Variable Male Female
 
■'■■Abueed Subject©';­
Age <tn years) ' . ■14.9­
Sooibeconomio Status ■ ;:v 33'.."7\ -39.2 
Mot"Abused Subjects 
Age Cin year©)'-,. / 16.1 ■ 14.5 
Socioeconomic Status 47.4 52.7 
■■ :;40^
 
<g. » 50,6) also found to b© of significantly higbar
 
■socioeconomic status, £<1, ■S8) = 25,55, 01, than,,-the . 
■ 	 abused ©ubgects;" Cg. « ■ 36,7),. :■ 'Scores ■for th©^ abused , 
subjects indicat© that they reported being from familie© 
comprised of workers engaged in skilled crafts* clerical 
tasks or sales, while the non-abused subjects reported 
being in families comprised of medium business, minor 
professional and. technical workers.. ' 
■ ■■■ ■An .abuse ■by gend^er interaction. ©■n'. age, ■ ■.■ . ■ ''.: ■ .'■ ■■. ■ ■ . ' ■; 
£<1, 5S) = 5.56, e,<.05, was foundi which indicated that the 
non-abused males Cg, =16.1) were significantly older than 
the abused males Cg « 14.1) while the non-abused females 
eg =14.5) and abused females €g = 14.9) were not 
significantly different froin either group of males. The 
Tukey HSD procedure CJaccard, Becker & Wood, 1984) was 
used for this and all other pairwise multipis comparisons. 
Glinj-cal . Scales ■ ' 
.CAQ .Scores, On the Clinical Analysis Questionnaire, 
a number of significant main effects for abuse were found 
<se© Tabi® • Where significant differences were found, 
the abused group scored higher than did the non-abused 
group. These results would indicate that the individuals 
in the abused group had more somatic concerns, thought 
more about self-destruction, felt more shaky and anxious, 
were more troubled with guilt feelings, were more 
isolated from other people and felt more that life is not 
41 
■Table ■ 4",■ 
Atexaee Kfflin Effects fer Mean C?AQ Scores 
'Abused, ■ ■■ ' ';■ ■ ■ Abused;! 
','01 H^jpochondrissis ' ! ''S'.T®*' ■' ' ■ .' ''9..i ■ ,■ ; ,.3,ii,5' 
D2 SuiGidal Depression; 4i'®7"--! '! 9,7'■ , ■ ; ■■ ■ ;3'.®-­
'04''AnKiouS . Depression' ■ ! , ' ' ' ■■-.;,;4,-08'^, --, -Tl.Z; ' 'T'-,3, 
D6 6uilt,'and' ,R'esentJBenfc ■' 2,70*'*^ ^ ''/;';■,■■ 5„.7'' 
„07„'ioredos and^ Withdrawal '".'5,8®* . 9,,i , , ,;;,4,5 
-Pa; Paranoia ' ■ ■■ ■ 20.52** ' ' ' -ilS',;® ,'S,*7' 
So Schizophrenia 25.46** 11.6 4.7 
As .Psychasthenia ,; 11,,65**, ■ /:12»2,. ■-;„ ; . ' 7.,4 
•Ps Psychological', Inadequacy „ ■ , 8.82** ■ , 11.5, , 4.7­
Wo,te.. , ., All-' s'cores were rounded,.to one','deciaal .'place. 
'd£-«■ .1^ , 56 -for , a11,'scales'.V"'; 
worth coring otoout#'.were more suspicious, hod-more bizorre­
iiRpulses, had . greater difficulty getting worries out of.
 
their iRinds and had lower opinions of their self-worth.
 
Finally, a sain effect for gender was found on one
 
scale: the Schizophrenia scale, £C1, 56> » 4.15, £,<.05.
 
The males-.'X^. = 9.l> '.scored:, higher than the fe.roa.les
 
= ©.7), indicating that the sales had more strange
 
impulses and feelings of- unreality.
 
SMAT:. ..Scores■:. '. ' ;. Abuse. ^ Main EffSets. . These scores are 
reported in Table 5. '. There were, no main effects' .for abuse, 
among the Unintegrated scores, indicating that in the 
areas measured, the drive or need level of the abused 
group did not differ significantly from that of the 
non-abused group. The Integrated scores reflect the level 
of satisfaction or the effort ezerted to satisfy the 
drive. ' . There was a tendency for the abused subjects to 
feel less satisfied or eKert less effort in heterossKual 
. areas,.and: ■there was :.al'so.. a tendehcy 'for them to ■:fe®l less, 
satisfaction in their efforts to resolve their fears* 
Areas, in. which the-abused group felt: significantly less' 
satisfied or exerted signifioantly less effort to satisfy 
their needs than the non-abused group included their 
social reputation, their moral goals and in school. The 
abused subjects were thus significantly less, likely'than­
were the non-abused sub3acts to try to exert the necessary 
self-control to make themselves liked by others. They 
■Table's' ­
•Abas®-Main EffectrS. for Meeb; PMAT Scofs® 
" Moa 
^cale E ^ ■ ■ . .Abused. ■ ■ . 'Abused, 
;. . Inbegrabed Scores ■ ' ■ 
■Ha ■Matiaf; ^.OB* ' 8.5' ' 9.5 ' 
Wr Fear'- ■ . , . 3.20*' ■ . , ; ■ ,5.2 - 6.2' ' 
SS „ Self-■Sentiment 4..54** ; 6.7 7.9 " 
SE Superego . ,7.65*** ■ ' ■ 6.4 . ' ■ 8.7,' 
Sc Sentiment to School 4.61** 7,0 8.6 
Total..■Hotivation^ Scores 
SS Self-Sentiment 3.90** 8.7 10.3 
SE Superego 6.69*** 9.3 12.6 
Sc Sentiment to School 5.09** 9.5 11.8 
Gonfli„ct -Scores 
Ha Hating 6.91*** .9 -1.3 
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Table 5 , Ccontinued)
 
Non
 
Scale Abused Abused
L
 
Derivative Scores 
General Information 17,99''''* ■ 24.3 34.4 
Total Integration 6,93*** -7.3 1.2 
Total Personal Interest 11.33*** 49.4 55.7 
Total Conflict 8.01*** 56.9 50,7 
Note. All scores were rounded to one decimal place.
 
df '= 1, 56 for all scales.
 
*''b.<.05. '''**g.<.01.
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w©r© signiificantly less likely to try to live within their
 
yalue© or drive the«»«©lv©© toward moral achievenient© and
 
they were ©ignifieantly less likely to exert as much
 
effort.to exceed'in.school•related areas. .
 
The Total Motivation scores are the sum of the
 
Integrated and Unintegrated STEN ©core© and indicate the
 
general leyel of importance to the individual of each of
 
the traits. Three main effects for abuse were found
 
indicating that social reputation, moral goals and school
 
related issues are all significantly less important to the
 
abused subjects than they are to the non-abused subjects.
 
The Conflict scores are the result of subtracting the
 
STEM of the Integrated scale from the STEM of the
 
vEnintegrated scale'and:represent©.the excess of.drive over
 
satisfactiCn or the amount of conflict in each area. One
 
main effect for abuse was found indicating that the abused
 
subjects werei significantly more conflicted over
 
heterosexual issues than were the non-abused subjects*
 
The derivativ© summary scores are obtained by
 
manipulating, a.\row': of'Scores. ;.Th© General Information ,
 
©cor© is obtained by summing across a row of raw score©
 
that contribut© to the Integrated scores, The abused
 
subjects scored ©ignificantly lower on this device than
 
the non-abused subjects indicating the abused subjects had
 
significantly less general information. The Total
 
lnt©0ration ©cor© is obtained by summing the Unintegrated
 
STEN scored,and subtractinigt', the ■ rasult'from/th;© ©uminod ^ ^ 
. Int@grat.©,d ■ STEN'^ ©cor©©.v The abused-'©ub3©cb©;'.©cored ;. ' ;.v 
signtficantly ■ ■lower ■ ■ •bhan bhe- non-abused- subjecst© . , 
indicating th© abu'sed,/ subjeets .were;s-ignificantly; .les© ' , 
satisfied.-,with' -;-th©ir' f iye®.; oyera-ll ...and w®t©' less..- .able .to-. ■■ . 
satisfy .. their ■ •■..heeds*. ■. :. :■■■' -The.;Total:".Pe-rsonai- ■ Interest'' scor©■ 'is 
obtaine'd toy summ.ing: :.the Total-^.'Motivation .STEM :scor.©s*: ■' Th©.­
-'.abused subgeGts -scored^ significantly... ■lower . than ■the-;:. .,. ; ■. 
..non-abused subjects.■.indi'cati.hg'.'-'that, the .abused ■ subjects. ... 
' .had '.a more ..-restricted drive of ■.■ihterest. .■.level.. '.t-hah;- the, ■ . : ■ ' 
non-abused .subject©.... ' .. -The Total-.-Conflict.- - score .is. obtai'ned 
.by.-summing ■..'the' . Cohflict.STEM -■s-qpres-.-.^ : On ., this: d©vice^ '.;th©- -■ ,-'■ ■ 
atoused subject© scored significantly higher than the 
-non-abused. - . ­■©.ubject©.; indicating they felt more co.nfl..ict.ed. 

and. :more frustrated .than, non-abused .subj.eot©*, .
 
. - SMftT^ Scpr.e-s..£ . ■ Sender:- --Main- ■ .-■Effects. - . Main- ©ffeCt© for . 
-..-gender were found' in- .all■'■ea«pr©.ssio'n-s- of"the SMA-T sco.res ­
" C.Unintegrated,' . Integrated,■;..Total, .'.Motivation, .and ConfliGt) .* 
-These .results .are .reported..:.-ih.: Table 
SEAT .-Scoress.. . Interactions.: -All-:Interactions f©uhd'.in­
:th©... SMAT are.'-reported ■.in;.- Table' 7v^ ■ :- .;;Two ....interactiorts. .'were... ^ . ■■' . 
■ -fsuhd in . the''' Uniht'egrated ;-score'©',*:- -- ■. ■'The abused ■ f-e'jnal'e©'. 
scored.-significantly lower, than . the.-nonT.abused .females o'n '. 
.the.Unintegrated.. Assert.ivenes© scale. '■ while..: t-he -non-abused ­
-.males and ..'the . abused ■ .ma'l'es iwer:© -. ,hot■.-.■signif.leant!y '.., ;. 
.different.".froin. either, group .of. ■females,.;, i'ndieating ■'-that ■ 
-47; 
■Table- -6 
Geiider.. :Mairt- EJ'£ec.t.&;.£Qr.Me,a^a ^ 5IIAT..;Sc.o:r:eg-
Scale Male ■Female 
Ma Mating 
Unintegrated- Score® 
3,92' 30.8 27.5 
Integrated Scores 
Ae; Assertivenees 11.48»» 7.5 6.3 
Ma Hating 12,93
»* 
8.0 9.8 
Ha Narcism 7.45»w 8.1 9.6 
Pg Pugnacity 5.96' 8.3 6.8 
Pr Protectiveness 10.67
K « 
8.1 
Ho Sentiment to Home 4.10* 6.0 6.9 
Total Motivation Scores 
As Assertiveness 4.44* 10.7 10.0 
SE Superego 3.99* 12.0 10.5 
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Table 6 <continu©d)
 
Seal© F Hale Female
 
Conflict Scores
 
Ma Hating 12.64** .8 -1.1
 
Pg Pugnacity 4,48* -1.3 .4
 
Mote. 311 score© were rounded to on® decimal place.
 
df « 1» 56 for all seal©©.
 
*B,<.05, **e.<.01.
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T«bl© 7
 
Interact.i-ons-.:for..Ma.aii'. 5MA1'; Scorea
 
■ ■ Abueed . ' ' ,Kon-Abused ■ ■ ■ ■ 
, Scale. ■ E, ,, Male ' , Femal.e. ■ , Male • Femal© 
Vnintegrated"Seoree . ■ 
As Aesertivenees 4,03* SS.Sgjj 30.0^ 34,l^j^ SS.Sjj
 
SS Self-Sentiment Sill* 24,2a 28,lab
 
integrated Scores
 
As Assertiveness 7,2a-
6,79** : . a , S',4k,«sb . .. '7,&~ ■ 6,9 
Total Motivation Scores
 
■ ■ 4fr 4ft 
■ 4 4 ■ n n ■ jjfAs Assertiveness 14,20 10,3a 8.0b 11.1® ii 
a
 
Self-Sentiment 6,53** 7,8® 9,5® 3.1.6b 9.4a
 
Mote. . For ' each dependent va.ri,abl©, different subscripts .
 
for two conditions indicate'that those'-, two- conditions'were- ■ - V 
reliably different at the ,05 level using Tukey'sHSD
 
test,
 
.*a<.05. ' '**a<,oi,­
so
 
the abused females had a loafer drive or need to be
 
competitive than did the non-abused females. The second
 
interaction found in the Unintegrated scores was on the
 
Self-Sentiment scale. Abused males were found to have
 
©cored significantly lower than the non-abused males while
 
the abused females and the non-abused female© were not
 
significantly different from either group of males. The
 
abused males thus had a lower drive or need to maintain
 
self-control in a manner to make themselves liked by
 
others? that is, they were less concerned with their
 
social reputation than were the non-abused males.
 
One interaction was found on the Assertiveness scale
 
of the Integrated scores. The abused females scored
 
significantly lower than any other group indicating that
 
abused females were less assertive and more passive than
 
any other group.
 
Finally, two interactions were found in the Total
 
Motivation scores on the Assertiveness and Self-Sentiment
 
scales. Once again, the .abused females scored
 
significantly lower on the Assertiveness scale than any
 
other group indicating that competitiveness and
 
pre-eminence were significantly less important to the
 
abused females than they were to any of the other groups.
 
On the Self-Sentiment scale the non-abused males scored
 
significantly higher then any of the other groups. This
 
would indicate that social reputation was more important
 
51 
to th® non-fflbused males than it was to any of the other
 
groups.
 
 , -DISCUSSION ,
 
In reviewing the available literature in the erea of
 
child sexual abuse prior to the comroeneement of this
 
etudy* it was found that almost all of that literature was
 
anecdotal, and that information regarding male sexual
 
abuse victims was almost non-existent, fin effort was made
 
in this study to examine the characteristics of sexually
 
abused adolescents from a different perspective, a
 
psychometric perspective, and to examine a population that
 
had previously receiyed minimal attention, male sexual
 
abuse victim®.
 
Throughout this study reference is made to the
 
"non-abused" group. This group was composed of students
 
who volunteered to take two personality tests and it is
 
entirely possible that a percentage of those students were
 
sexual abuse victims. If current estimates of the rate of
 
sexual abuse are accurate, statistically one-third, or 
approximately 11 of the 35 subjects in the non-abused 
group,. may ■havevbeen . '.sexual, abuse 'yicti.ms,,, ■ There.-are­
several:reasons that- -no control procedure.'was' instituted ■ 
for this possibility. One reason is that not only did the 
lack of such a control procedure not increase the ease of 
'52,
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binding significant differences, in point of fact, it
 
increased the difficulty of finding significance. The
 
result of having abused subjects in the "non-abused" group
 
would be to lessen the difference between the groups and
 
inareas© the difficulty of finding support for the
 
hypotheses. Where significant results were found it was
 
in spite of this factor. Still another reason that
 
mitigated against such a control procedure was the fact
 
that if a school student did report that they were an
 
abuse victim the author would have been put in the
 
position of being legally required to report that fact to
 
the appropriate law enforcement agency. While not
 
necessarily negative in itself this was not seen as
 
consistent with the author's role in this study. Thirdly,
 
any control procedure instituted to eliminate ©erual abuse
 
victims from the non-abused group would have necessarily
 
informed the subject© in the non-abused group of a
 
significant aspect of this study before the administration
 
of the instruments which could have influenced the
 
results.
 
It is also noted that the non-abused males were
 
almost two years older than the abused males. Although
 
age was used as a covariate, the developmental differences
 
between 14 and 16 year olds might have influenced the
 
results, Noting that the SMAT manual provides norms for
 
all adolescents and does not distinguish among any ages it
 
§4
 
i® sUfgested fchat any such influeriG®® w®r® not
 
Hy.p®thes®s;:. ■ 
■It wa®-reasonably..consistsntly reported-in the' 
available literature that seKually abused female© 
experienced increased levels of guilt# poor self esteein, 
depression# fear and anger a© compared to non-abused 
adolescents. It was therefore hypothesized initially that 
these characteristics would be found in an adolescent 
population of male and female seKual abuse victims in 
levels elevated above those of non-abused adolescents. 
Based on anecdotal information from a few authors and 
making inferences from male sex role theory# it was also 
hypothesised that male victims would evidence levels of 
guilt and anger that Would be elevated above those of 
female victims. The results of this study generally 
supported the first hypothesis and no support was found 
'for the second.. These results are discussed below. 
Anoer. The Pugnacity scale of the SMAT was intended 
to- measure the ■ subjects' 'anger. ; The. trait measured-by 
this scale is described in the SMAT manual <Krug# et a1., 
19763 .as taking' -its-energy-from- the degree- - of ■ frustration ­
of other traits and having a© it® goal "the defeat. 
Obliteration, and destruction of disliked entities" C.p.-, 
10>. It was anticipated that the abuse victims* anger, 
especially the intense anger'and - homicidal wishes 
 ■ . ; OSS 
eKpr@®®ad by the male aubjecbs Dixon, ©t al. <197S>
 
©tudied, would result in higher scores on the Pugnacity
 
scale. No significant differences were found among any of
 
the groups, however, (with the sole exception of a main ;
 
effect for gender on the Conflict score of the Pugnacity
 
scale>. ■ 
There are several . possible explanations for this, .. ;
 
finding. First, it is possible that this finding
 
indicates that sexually abused adolescents do not
 
experience increased levels of anger; to make that
 
suggestion, however, is to ignore a significant body of
 
literature CiArmstrong, 197©; Bass & Thornton^ 19@3;
 
Browning © Boatman, 1977; Butler, 1978; Finkelhor, 1979a;
 
Porter et al., 1982), and therefore seem© improbable.
 
Secondly, it is possible that, since the subgects in
 
this study were in treatment, their treatment had resolved
 
their anger somewhat so that their score© were not
 
elevated above those of the non-abused subjects. fi?hile
 
this is possible it appears unlikely in light of the
 
numerous main effects for abuse that were found in other
 
areas. It seems improbable that their treatment would
 
have helped the abused subjects resolve their anger to. a
 
significantly greater extent than it had already helped
 
them resolve the other issues for which signifiGant
 
differences ^were found. ^
 
Noting the fact that anger seem© to frequently cover
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up depression and all the abused subjects had increased
 
levels of depression it is possible that the abused
 
subjects' therapy had helped them get past their anger and
 
they were more in touch with the underlying depression and
 
pain* This suggestion runs counter to the eKperience of
 
the abused subjects' therapists. Many of the abused
 
subjects were,still very.-angry. ; ■ One-even, wrote on. the ' . 
demographic questionnaire for this study, "DAD IS A
 
[.??!" The word "geek" was underlined six times and
 
each exclamation point was larger than the preceding one.
 
It is noted that the literature suggests that abuse
 
victims experience both anger and depression and that
 
especially male victims defend against the "weak" emotions
 
and exhibit anger. This was confirmed in discussions with
 
the therapists of the male victims who participated in
 
'.this study.,"'
 
Finally, it is possible that the Pugnacity scale was
 
an inappropriate measure of that anger. If the scale is
 
more sensitive to repressed hostility than overt hostility
 
this could contribute to an explanation of the fact that
 
neither the abused males nor the abused females scored
 
significantly higher on that scale than did the non-abused
 
groups, in spite of the reported experiehce of the authors
 
listed above. If the Pugnacity scale is an inappropriate
 
measure of the abused viGtims' anger, then these results
 
do not speak to the driginal hypothesis that male Sexual
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abuse victims could'be■ ©jcpeoted to evidence greater.anger ,. 
than-female' victlme.or\to-the hypothesis-that both male.-, 
and female abuse victims would evidence elevated levels of
 
anger as'compared,to the non-abused subjects.'
 
Guilt. Another hypothesis that was advanced was the
 
possibility that■ m.ale.^-victims'experienced gr.eat.er. gdilt':; ■ 
than did feinale yictims. The data did not support this
 
hypothesisj, either. According to the Guilt and Resentment
 
scale on the CAQ# sexua-lly.abused  adolescents.did . feel ­
significantly.increased levels of.guilt as compared .to.,
 
non-afoused adolesGents but there was no significant
 
difference between abused males and.
abused, females.' 
Forward and Buck-,<1978) suggested .that this increased.. . 
level of-guilt for males was related to abuse by m female ­
since female perpetrators do not generally use force but 
rather are more seductive than male perpetrators. Since 
only two''of the, repo.rted perpetrators; in.this.study were ■ 
■fema.le*. . this may ..'be a .fa'ctor^.influenoing-the . lack .of 
significant difference between, male', and .female -abuse : 
Victims. With; a'few-,'e,xceptions this..was the general. ,, . 
' finding thr.ougho.ut .the s.twdy: / that sexually -abused 
adolescents' scores, indicated more .problesiS. than the'-, 
scores of non-abused .adolescents but there were . few ■ 
differences -between. .abused...males.i and abuse.d' females^.-. 
'"Deia^essibn.--' ■-Based: -on '.the'; l.itesfatuE^e 'suggeBtlng.' that. 
females are.more •likely to'.',be'depressed than maleS'. it.■ 
 ; ■"'ss' 
might b® @xp®ct©d that mal© sexuotl afouso Victims vtuld riot 
scor® a© highly; on measure© , of depression ■. a© would' female, ­
victims.',- This -differeno® was not founds Both-.Male arid. ­
female abused subjects scored significantly higher - ©n-'five-, 
of .the 'six;depression, scales; ori- the CAQ -<D3 ftgitation,-, ' is' 
, excluded.,'as the' test.',:,mahuai';'exjplain .it .is^ not ,. .a„ true,:- ' 
depression factor) .. ., Abused .subj.ect.s, . we3r.e more .coneerried;. 
with somatic .complaints,''' many; of, which 'are non-specific 
\aiid . 'vague.-: . . They had/'-mor'e thoughts 'of "sel'f-destr-u''Cti-ori■'and 
felt more that life was ..empty and. meaningl.ess. ' - ..They' were, 
more likely to- 'describe ■themselves as .clumsy a.hd shak.-y' in. 
handling .thing.s.,, lacking in .self, eonfiden.ee and subject to 
disturbing ■dream®,; ,-They were 'more, likely to feel.' .the.y ..had 
committed -.the unpardonable and - felt.■ worthless . an.d . guil.ty,, 
Fina-ll.y* .they - were ■ -more likely; to.'report .feeling- tha.t: life­
■ 	 is not worth earing about and that, they tend to ay.oid '■ 
interacting;:-'with- 'other, people. ■ 
■ - '. - Fear. .. '..'The significantly higher . score -on the./Farano'ia 
seal®, of the ■ .CAQ. for :the abuse., subjects was interpreted as' 
an increased , l®vel';.of" fear. , It i:s..,.sug.ge.sted' that;'it 'is ; 
■ fear that mptivates the suspiciousness .'that' is 'eommonly. ­
assocla'ted-with-parario-ia. 'It :!©: not Vdifficult., to.:.;;. ^ . ■ 
understand why- 'sexual abuse-wie.tim-.s would ■ feel' -more.' - ^ 
s'uspie-i'-ous, ;persecuted, .cynical about human, nature ..and-; - . . 
have.'-..a greater, sense.'of ■ being..'the-;: victim of in.3Ustic®,.. . 
Their feelings -have - been disregarded , and .' -they'have .'been. 
most 4nti!tat©iy 'violssted. usuislly ,foy soroson© close t© .theWj, ^
 
©oiaeon© they trusted. If their experience demonstrates
 
that they cannot trust someone close to them it would make'
 
intuitive sense that they would be suspicious and fearful
 
of anybody and everybody. Their paranoia is based on
 
external reality rather than the unique internal reality
 
usually associated with paranoia.
 
The Fear scale on the SMAT relates more to escaping'
 
feelings of fear and finding safety and security than to
 
feeling fearful. Nevertheless, although significance-was
 
not reached,.there was a tendency for the abussd subject©
 
to feel less satisfied with their attempts to resolve
 
feelings of fear, which would result in the subjective
 
feeling of fear,
 
Self-.Estesis. There were two measure® of the final
 
hypothesized.result of the sexual abuse. Low self esteem
 
was m©a©m-®d by the Psychological Inadequacy scale on the
 
CAQ and .the Self,Sentiment scale on "the SMAT. The abused
 
victims scored significantly,higher on the CAQ scale and
 
.were thus more likely to,describe themselves as "good for
 
nothing" to the point.where'reality distortion® may occur
 
in the area.of factual self worth. The test manual state®
 
that a high score on this .scale is suggestive of Beck's
 
€1967) learned helplessness pattern. .Once again, this is
 
not a surprising consequence for a sexual abuse victim.
 
■The results on the ^MAT measure of self esteem, the 
S©l-f.'Sehtiment'scale-ir' w©r©,;'iRor©. ©©mpless. ■ ,A ■roain_:effect v 
for " abuse was- found on :the; Integrated'.Self. Serttieen-t score, 
-in which'.the .abused' subjects ©cored, lower .than-the 
non-abused subjects. indicating'>hat . the : ■ abia®®<S ©.ufojects 
Were less satisfied with, their social Deputation or did, ' - ■ 
not try 'as hard .as the' non-abused ■ subjects'.to. es«ert self . 
.control, in '.-a ■aann-er- to., make ".th.emselyes' liked..by others# ' , 
There, was. a^ significant.»ain "effect, for--'-abuse., in..--the same-' 
direction on the Total"Ifotivation score of the Self ; '. 
Sentiment; sca.le. indicating' that social, reputation was-. 
si.gnificantly .less. -.iffiportattt to - .the abused ■ subjects; .than. ... 
it - was to the. . .non-abused subjects..-' . •- .These.- '.data- .were 
quali.fied by interaction's.,, .which .will-.be .discusse.d '.-'later., 
however, i-n both.-the.. 'Onintegrated and the ;Total.,;Motivation 
'scores- of. the .Self Sentiment scale. "v : ' . ..v 
' . ilibused males..scored' si.gnificantly loWer fhan .the . 
non-abused .'males 'on..-' Unintegrated Self Senti'meht..and- .they ­
scored .significantly .'Ipwer .thau' non-abused'■aaleS; on the " ' . 
Total.: ;'M.otiva.tion ' score" of the .Self;Sentiment' '.scale# . .T-hese. 
. data' .suggest .. tha.t:eexua11y- abused -males,", to, jU .greater. ­
©ntent than abused "fema.les,. ' build an' .insulating ;wal-l . -■ 
.'..ardund. '-themselves ' to protect:;-D.heroselves^.-frow.; the;...opinions. ­
.others' have, -of .them.. .The 'fact.-.Dha't; '.theyv;scdr'e... 'so' much 
lower' .on ' the U-nintegrated ..eKpre'ssi-oh . 'Cwhich --re.l.ates to. , 
.drive or need 'levelI.attests to the; thoroughness.of'-their' . '. 
' -.ilnsuiation. -."This may -.be. re.lated. to the fact.'-that' the' '­
&1
 
a®3orifey of the males ar®.abused by anothsr male aiid-mal©
 
homosexuality is particularly feared and stigmatised in
 
our society.. Male victims particularly fear that
 
homosexual abuse has made them homosexual and their
 
insulation from the opinions of others may relate to this
 
fear.
 
If this data can be consistently replicated and is
 
■found 	to be' generalisabl® beyond this sample it might ■ ■ 
offer a partial explanation of one of the dynamics of the 
child molester. h large percentage of molesters were 
themselves sexually abused as children CFiore, 1985; Groth 
& Birnfoaum, 1979>. If one of the results of that 
experience resulted in their insulating themselves from 
the reactions and feelings of others it might contribute 
to the tearing down of one of the barriers to the 
commission of child sexual abuse. Hot only would they be 
less concerned with societal feelings regarding child 
sexual abuse# but they would insulate themselves from the 
feeling® of their victims. 
Unantieinated Results. Another of the result® of 
this study, this one unanticipated, may shed some light ©n 
the behavior of child sexual abuse victims when they reach 
adulthood. On the Assertiveness scale of the SMAT,. .female 
abuse victim© were, found to score significantly lower than 
non-abused females in the Unintegrated expression, and 
significantly lower than all other groups in the 
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■ 	 Int'<ig»afc©d Total,. Hoti"station- eKpreS'slon®*.' They ■wohli; ./ 
thu® be likely't.©;, toe !ii©re passive : and. , less... assertive than.^., '^' 
.■non.--ai>u®©d.V3F®.M«l®s..' , 
. ■ If .some . mal'e.: se3sua.l.- ..afeiis© . victim,® .grow: ' -.up. , to. become V' .. 
:child.mo.lsster©:,. some ^female,.victim©' grow-ap; to become ' 
reviGtimized.,or tli@ir:- .ehildr©.n beGome victimized CMil'ler .. 
et .ai. ..... .19781 'Sgroi - &, Danas."1982), . This lack of.' 
aseertiven®®© might eontritout© to .their;own . 
revictimization Or . to; the.'passivenes® seen in . the. mother©..: ' 
of. many incest' .viGti.ms' .who fail, to 'protect their children ' 
.adequately, 1:0 spit© 'of knowled.ge or . suspicion®^- regarding■ 
th©. '.inee'st..' 
A few . other ."r©sult®;..about-which . no hypotheses were. 
formed are . of. interest. ' .Abused 'subjects .sGored " ■ . 
Signif.icantl.y. higher on' the Schizophrenia .scal'e . of' the 
GAQ.,. ; They .'are more .likely- .to, describe themselves as. . ■ . ' 
having strange impulse©, feeling that the world is 
unsympathetic and' that. 'they . ar©.'pushed around: by other ' 
people. . They., are.more likely to.'.-feel that they, are' of . , 
little importance':to '.other.;. people and.to have .. difficulty '.' 
■getting .their .ideas i'nto. ■wo.r.ds* .. They .also'.scored, 
significant'ly.:hi'gh©r: '.oh..:th® 'Psychasthe'nia scale and.'are';. ' 
thus more .'likeiy .to..worry ''about."things 'and -.have thoughts. : 
that .they can't.;get-; out 'of." their, heads.. 
The Superego scale of the SMAT is described as being 
.related to.:..an,.unoowpromi.sing attachment:'".to'':moral; goals.. .'': 
The teesfe manual ai,s.o notes# however#'that'for>adolesc©nt#,;'^
 
■ 	there'is substantial .pleasing,the father# . ; r 
iignIfioant.;main:effects for.;:abuse'were,found on both'th®-;" 
ihtegrateci- and the-'Total ^ Hotivation scores' of , this'.scale# , 
:indieatiiig that'.vdbused'subieots . were less'©atisfie'd' or^ ■ 
esserted less effort'in this'area and that, overall,,it was 
■less ' important'.tO'^-.thera,.- than it:; . was..;, to. '.the non-'abused" . 
s'ubaeets# ' ,.'Given the high .number of ,victims . who.- :were ; ■ 
'■abused 	by -a. ' father.■ ..or stepfather, .this result' becomes very 
understandable. 
Finally, . the ShAT .'"eo.ntains.. a ... scale that.relates: to : . 
heterosexual issues, the Hating, scale'. The. abused 
sub3sets.- scored significantly higher on 'the 'Gonf.lict Score 
®f this scale indi.cating that they feel much more 
conflicted., over heteroseKual issues than do non~'abus©d ' ­
subjects. ' .. ftbused subjects . -.als.o: 'scored lower on the . .■ 
Integrated .■eKp.ression of..'this .seal® . indicating.'.they . are . .. . . . 
more likely tO'..-fe.ei . less satisfaction.'or exert less' effort, 
than non-abused subjects in ''the';area.'of keterosexu'al 
relationships, . 
' Cenclusions 
Th® ' .results of this • study. - generally' co.nfirm the .
 
reported -experienee. of the therapists who' hav.e- ''worked-,
 
with, interviewed .and/or:.surveyed female. ^ SeKual .abuse- ' v. ­
victims and adds to our '.'kne'wiedge .of ^raa.ie victims. . ; 'Both
 
male and female victims...'are depressed,, 'guilty,...-fearful, .
 
-euffer frote i.ow : «®if^esteem., '"-They also 
anKious arid'ar© 'Wors ©Vsr ■ heterosijstial:Issue® ' 
:Overall'fchey/:#©®!;'significant.;painC^ 'air® ■ less/happy; ult'h 
t..h©ir'live®'' ihanr-:.ndn;'-aba8e^^ adolescents. :': These are.ifeKe 
-issues that ;-ar®>brought-'©ut::-in- the.literature'''on aeKUal '. 
■ abuse victims." It-is noted that..w-.e'are - looking.::atv.the ■ 
pathological.sidS; b# -the':picture. ; .The first half''-of;the' 
©AQ as'-noted. ■ above*' is -patterned, after the.- 'and "has .. 
scales on normal, ■. 'persbnality traits^ but '.wa-s not. -used for -. .' ■ 
time .-consideration® .and to..-correlate the current .study , ; :. ' 
with the literature.; It would" be .beneficial in the future 
If we looked at:not., gust' the' negative - side of the. picture-' ' 
-but -we also';usedfa .device like,the IS-PF.-.to determine . 
.normal personai.ity.-■traits. - Therapy with any .client needs 
to build oh, -that'client'^'S' strengths-,, not- 3ust-attack- the .. ■ 
-problem ' areas.- It 'Could be very 'h®lpful' "to determine' not. 
3ust' what.'s: w.ron3.- -wit'h .sessually. abused ;a.do-lescents' but ; 
also wh'a,t''s' '.goQd.- - : ■ ­
\ f . . As ■noted- above, the - clear.'ma.3ori,ty .of the results ­
of this study indicate that the sequelae of child sexuai 
abuse .are essentiall'y similar for. both male and female";,;. ,-. 
.viGtims.-"There .are-' ;two. -'possible-e.xpl'a,natio.n's for this, 
finding. - .. .One - is. that the..denial and repression . ;■ ' 
experienced by males' in,- the' areas being. . tested ;where' 
differences . ■wer®-..;anticip.ated, preven.ted . . their discovery , - ,-i 
'with .■ .these;. instruments.' ;This, suggesti-on; appears unlikely. 
 .li©w®#®r»r/ abused:•■males' did score■..©ignifiearit.ly; . 
-h'igher thari; - "th® :non-ebus®d -g^roups .'in! ©sSerstlaliy t.b@ sam.e, ! 
'area©- and.-.'■■t-o't-he' ..-aaiR-® ©xfce'nt the .ab'ueed.-'.'fem.ales did. 'If■■^.■ 
. "bh® .resul-fe© are .valid to ■determin© ■ differidnces, between 
groups .they..'©bould' - 'also^ b©-.:.yaiid to.'. 'd©t®rmi-n-®- -'.the 
di-fference©' within '.grdUp®.'' ■ .„■;■■,;. ■ ■ ■ 
; h Second'..posS'lbl.e' expianation.-for the, fact that ■ 
abused , m-alee -.and . .female-s,,' .©cored ■.so, ©ijn.ilarly- .is ■■th-e . 
■'.pdseibillty . thatf..--- to '■©'"■ great: -ext'enti,'; ■' ..sex.ua.l:- - :-.abUse.,:. ha©:.';a. 
threshold effect and ' that 'the--!re©ult®:;are . .siffiilar ■ in: most 
■respect©' for. both; ma:le'S...:and' : fem-ales;.- - . ' .Sueh .an explanat-ion- ■ 
'is." consistent with the data found;, in this study'.. ■ -..This ■ ./ ! 
s^uggests' ■ that the'' .feelings:.;and: internal co.ns'equences. of .• 
■ the-.sexual, abus.e are' similar, altho.ugh .not. .identical' -for. ■ 
■both.male©, and .femal.es. However# this does; not-speah. tO': 
how the.-subject reacts . to. those feelings. ..-.Hales may ■ . 
■ outwardly respond-, very.;difforentiy. and ..may., require ': ■ 
different, .therapeutic techniques .to'.deal.: with their;.— . .■ .. 
.feelings but -;the-.-.intefn'al- '.c.on.s®que.nc®s.' that. are. correl.ated 
With,- the abuse. .:may . .be. :qui.te ' similar':■■for-' bo.th ma-les.-and 
'"female.s .It is possible-.that'some of .the;;'differences .th-a't.­
have ' been suggested in., some'^of .the ::i-lteratUr© '©.re' . -. 
. differences primarily' in the mod© of '.expression - .of -'.the. .■■ ' 
sequelae, of ^ the. -abuse ■rather- thah different..■:sequela© -p-er- . ­
. -©e'# a .distinction tha-t^wo-ul-.d-;be -. difficult,'...'---to to ■di.se.over-' - . ­
in a..';;surv®y 'or. ;afi .anecdotal study. 
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■ ■ Sittc© sexually abused sales and females appear fco 
have such similar sequela© it is important that therapists 
recogrnise the apparent threshold effect of th® abuse and 
gear their therapy with victims accordingly. There are 
indications that this may not currently be the case. 
Pierce' and Pierce C1985? report that the group of s®xualiy 
■abused 	male® in their study,averaged only 16 hours in 
treatment a® compared to an average of 39 hours in 
individual treatment in a separate survey of sexual abuse 
treatment centers. They report that this shorter period■ 
of^time in therapy occurred in spite of the fact that th© 
males were more likely than the female© to complete 
therapy when it was recommended. They cannot explain this 
difference but include the possibilities that the family 
of th© boy may have ended therapy early,- th® therapist may 
have felt less competent to work with the boys or that 
there may have been the perception that the males were 
less disturbed by the abuse than were th© girls. 
As can be seen from th© current study, males are 
likely to suffer consequences similar to those of the 
females. Rather than concentrating on the expressed anger 
of th© male victim® and allowing it to hid© the other 
sequela© it would probably be beneficial if they could be 
helped past the anger and could recognise and deal with , 
th© depression that underlies it. Sexually abused males 
are likely to be difficult therapy clients. The 
S7
 
insulafcing ■ 'Wall they bwild around themselves# the lack of 
concern over the thoughts and feelings others have of 
th©»» would likely make the establishment of a therapeutic 
bond difficult. Although this is probably the first goal 
of most therapists it would be a particularly important, 
though difficult, goal for therapy with sexually abused 
mal© adolescents. 
Many questions still remain, particularly regarding 
the male victim. If future studies confirm these findings 
regarding the sequelae of sexual abuse for male victims we' 
will still be left with a number of pressing problems. 
On© such problem is how to develop methods to make it 
easier for the male victim to report his victimization. 
This will probably prove to be quit© difficult since the 
primary reasons they fail to report appear to be 
culturally related. Such issues are very resistant to 
change. 
Even when h© ha® reported hi© victimisation Cor, more 
likely, it has been discovered) the male victim has been 
found to be quit© resistant to thei'apy. There is an 
urgent need for therapeutic techniques that can be used 
effectively with adolescent male victims. Although male 
victims may present very differently in therapy and it is 
certainly helpful to the therapist to understand what her■ 
or his client is likely to be eKperiencing, it is a 
separate issue to possess the requisite techniques to 
68 
assist -that clisnt to develop an awareness of their own
 
ejcperienc® and to deal'®ffeetively with it. Much' remains
 
to he done but to the extent w© can recognize and begin to
 
worh on the issues, to that extent w© have begun to
 
progress toward resolution.
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